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EDITORIAL
April-May 2018

At the time of writing this season has
been the worst that I can remember. It
was supposed to be a good season as the
five year cycles of 2008 and 2013 would
be repeated. It didn’t happen. Why? I
don’t know - low rivers, high sea
temperatures, trawlers, you name it, and
somebody has their opinion.
Just maybe we’ll have a very late run as
temperatures in the sea and rivers drop.
Recently I have received reports of good
numbers of fish upstream. It seems they
literally “shot through” during the freshes
we have had.
Sorry to be bit pessimistic but reality is an
issue. I’ve seen one salmon caught at the
McIntosh hole on my few visits. Usually I
see plenty caught there over the season.
The pressure on our fishing resources was
well illustrated in the Press on 24 March
2018 about the competition for trout
fishing places. Many of their problems
are also our problems so maybe
somebody will stand up and take notice in
the corridors of power. At least Labour
have shown a far greater willingness to be
more sympathetic to our cause.

The committee has drafted policies on
fish screens and fish passage that will be
presented at our AGM for member
approval. They are included in the
newsletter so that you can see them even
if you’re not at the AGM.
We have also made a submission to the
application by Rangitata Diversion Race
Management Limited for resource
consent to replace the existing fish screen,
bypass and associated works. Our
submission is printed in this newsletter
and at the time of publication we are due
to present it to a hearing.
Our problems are not that different from
those overseas. In April a deputation from
the Californian tribe, Winnemem Wintu,
whose river we obtained our salmon eggs
from in the early 1900’s, have visited
New Zealand to take back eggs to their
river. The river was dammed many years
ago and the salmon run lost. This was
documented in Rex Gibson’s article
“Waitaki – River of Tears”.
Native Americans appreciate the value of
salmon as the dried fish was a valuable
food source to last through the winter.

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in any letters and articles in this newsletter are
the authors’ own and are not necessarily those of the New Zealand Salmon Anglers
Association (Inc) or the Editor.
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The salmon is revered by all the west
coast tribes as it provides winter food for
them. Interestingly the people of northern
Japan also hold the salmon in high regard
as a food for the winter and hang them
outside in the cold sub-zero winters to
help preserve them.
It seems that some people in business and
power in New Zealand do not have the
same high regard for this fabulous fish.
The loss of the salmon fishery in the
South Island would be catastrophic not
only for anglers but to all the businesses
that are associated with the fishery.
We’ll do our best to keep our fishery
going and I ask you to do what you can.
Come along to the Annual General
Meeting on Tuesday 15 May and hear
what we have been doing over the past
year and perhaps have your say on what
else we should be doing in the future.
We are very sad that this will be the last
AGM for our Secretary-Treasurer
Heather Saunders who has called time on
her work for NZSAA. Heather has
carried out these roles for the past 9 years
with great efficiency. She will not have
been personally known to many of our
members because she was not a salmon
angler and her work was all “off the
river”. Her patience was therefore sorely
tested at times in understanding our
“salmon lingo”.
Thank you Heather we appreciate all you
have
done
for
NZSAA. We will
miss your smiling
face.

Tony Humphreys
PRESIDENT
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ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
NOW DUE
NZSAA Annual Subscriptions
for the year commenced 1 April
2018 are now due (no increase
from last year).

Adult membership

$25

Family membership

$30

Junior membership
(under 18 years)

$10

Formal accounts will be sent out
but it will greatly assist the
Treasurer if payment can now be
made by
•

Mail to NZSAA P O Box
1113 Christchurch 8140; or

•

Direct Credit to NZSAA
Westpac account
03 0802 0099970 00; or

•

To the Treasurer at the
AGM on 15 May 2018

Thank you for your continued
support of NZSAA

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of
New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association (Inc)
will be held on Tuesday 15 May 2018 at 7.30 pm

Upstairs at the Canterbury Softball Headquarters
220 Pages Road (behind Cowles Stadium) Christchurch
Business for the Meeting
1.

Apologies

2.

Confirmation of Minutes of AGM 23 May 2017

3.

Matters arising from Minutes

4.

President’s Report

5.

Auditor’s Report and Adoption of Annual Accounts and Balance Sheet

6.

Election of Officers and Committee
Patron
President
Vice Presidents (2)
Committee (6)
Secretary/Treasurer
Honorary Auditor

7.

Fishing Competition Results and Awards

8.

Athol Price Plaque presentation

9.

Barry Craig Memorial Trophy: NZSAA Salmon Angler of the Year

10. Guest Speakers
A raffle will be run during the evening and supper served at the conclusion.
Please bring this agenda, reports, accounts etc with you to the meeting.
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President’s Report
to NZSAA 45th Annual General Meeting
for the Year Ended 31 March 2018
Greetings to all Association members and welcome to our 45th AGM. The situation
regarding our rivers is becoming more concerning. This season at the McIintosh Hole is
the worst I can remember. As I mentioned in my last report we are continuing our efforts
to improve the situation. Currently we have lodged submissions from our members and
the association regarding the Klondyke storage consent application. We attended and
spoke supporting our submissions at the hearing in Ashburton.
We also went on the Fish & Game/ECan organised trip to see the Central Plains Water
scheme and intake from the Rakaia River as well as the Lake Coleridge power station
and water canals. It appears much as we thought that they are manipulating the river as
they wish.
On a more positive note our egg planting programme was completed as usual. We have
also been involved in the fin clipping sessions with some record numbers of fish being
processed. It was great to see so many families and friends and volunteers contributing.
I also attended a meeting of the Fishing and Casting club in May to update them on our
efforts to maintain our fishery.
We have adopted a more, dare I say it, “corporate” image. Our Association colour is blue
for obvious reasons and we have printed business cards for committee members to use as
needed. Plus we have had some signs printed for publicity purposes and a big floppy flag
for use at events such as the annual competition and Take a Kid Fishing.
Our annual competition was a success in many ways except for numbers of fish caught.
We have a new trophy to present to the winner. It was made by Percy Whyte whose
family have had a long association salmon fishing at the Waimakariri. It is indeed a
marvellous addition to our competition. We were also able to present trophies kindly
donated by Belfast Engraving to the Junior winners. Our thanks to major sponsors
Hunting and Fishing as well as our other sponsors who made up the great prize pool.
Our presence at the annual Take A Kid Fishing was well received but the only black
mark was the non-return of five rods. People had given false contact details when asked
for a contact number. We are asking the organisers to approve the presentation of a
driver’s licence and to record the number at the sign in.
Another new initiative is the development of policies to show our stance on issues. The
first is on fish screens and the second is about fish passage. Both will be included in the
meeting booklet for you to see as we will be seeking endorsement at the meeting. The
intention is to review these policies annually and amend if needed.
Our finances are in good order and we have sufficient reserves if needed. We also
benefitted from two bequests, one of which we used most of to replenish our Scotty Box
stock. The other has been put in a term deposit for future consideration.
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Please consider if you would like to make a bequest in your will. It doesn’t have to be a
huge amount. (I have made a bequest of $1000 in my will.) It was a wonderful gesture by
the Weeber family to erect the shelters and benches at the McIntosh Hole as a memorial
to family members.
It would be appropriate to mention the passing of any of our members this past year. My
condolences go to the families affected. (Names will be read out at the meeting.)
It’s time to thank some people for their efforts this year. The work of John Hodgson and
his volunteers taking dissolved oxygen readings at the Rakaia must be recognised. The
data will prove to be useful in the future.
I would like at this time to thank the committee members for all their work this year. In
particular, Colin Eaton has been a great field director as usual in his transport
arrangements among other things, Trevor Hayes our auditor, Pam Ellis our newsletter
editor and last but not least our Secretary/Treasurer Heather Saunders. Sadly this is
Heather’s last year as Secretary and she’ll be sorely missed. Again many thanks to all.
This is also my last meeting as President. I agreed to fill in as interim President after
Bruce Moody died but on the understanding that if anybody else wanted take on the role
they would be most welcome. I have been honoured to serve as President and have really
enjoyed the opportunity as I have been a member for some decades. I will however be
continuing on the committee as Immediate Past President.
All that remains now is for me to wish the new President and incoming committee well
for the coming year.
Tony Humphreys
President NZSAA

Our good works carry on - ova planting 2018
Coordinator, Colin Eaton, welcomes us to the new salmon enhancement season. He and
Wayne Henwood recently visited Hacketts Creek for the purpose of cleaning out the
Alevinator and making sure the inlet low was up to standard. Colin reports that the
Alevinator had quite a bit of silt and rather solid compact but the bilge pump handled it
okay. To their amazement two salmon 100mm in length were still in the Alevinator and
doing fine. They were unable to snare them so the next mission will be to take a small
net up and release them into the Hacketts stream.
The set-up at Hacketts is looking good, water flow in the stream running well, watercress
not too bad and hopefully some salmon will come back this year to spawn.
This “hopeful” prediction could be related back to 2015 when Colin reported a 78.9%
hatch rate from the Hacketts Creek ova planting, indicating that 21796 new salmon had
entered the system. The expected return of adult salmon in 2018 was predicted at 21.7
adults, at 0.1% (1/1000). Let’s hope all conditions have been favourable over these past
three years for the salmon to return to these spawning grounds.
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NZSAA Policy on Safe Passage & Fish Screens
Safe passage for migrating fish
Rationale
Salmon and all introduced and native fish species must have unimpeded access
during migration to spawning grounds and return.
Therefore
•
All activities such as irrigation will cease, apart from stock takes and fire
fighting, when the nominated river flow falls below an agreed trigger point
measured in cubic metres per second (cumecs).
•
All takes, apart from stock takes and fire fighting, will cease once the
temperature of the river exceeds 19 degrees C, and/or the measure of
dissolved oxygen per litre falls below 9mg per litre.
•
Systems to ensure the above will be established, monitored and adjusted as
necessary to maintain free fish passage:
Removal of all artificial barriers or diversions
100% efficient fish screens and fish by-pass for all takes
(see NZSAA policy)
Accurate temperature measuring at appropriate sites
Dissolved oxygen monitoring at appropriate sites
Accurate river flow measurement at appropriate sites
Strict pollution control
Enforcement and meaningful penalties
Conclusion:
Healthy rivers and a sustainable salmon fishery are of benefit to everybody in the
community.
Fish Screens
All consenting conditions and compliances should ensure that the following
standard is met and maintained:
•

All native fish, salmon and trout must remain in the river.
Any fish that are removed from the river must be returned to the river
unharmed

•

Any fish not returned must be replaced.

•
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359 Lincoln Road,
Christchurch
Phone (03) 338 3131 Fax (03) 338 3535
Email: info@fishermansloft.co.nz
Website: www.fishermansloft.co.nz
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MINUTES OF THE 44th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
NEW ZEALAND SALMON ANGLERS ASSOCIATION (INC)
Held at the Canterbury Softball Headquarters, Pages Road, Christchurch
Tuesday 23 May 2017 at 7.30pm
PRESENT
Approximately 40 members and invitees were present at the meeting, chaired by the
President, Tony Humphreys.
APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from: John Hodgson, Peter Ellmers, Sharon Mackay, Martin
Burke, Diane Eaton, John Taylor & Eric Archibald. These apologies were accepted on a
motion from Dennis Long, seconded by Phil Ball.
REMEMBRANCE
The meeting stood in silence in remembrance of a member who had died during the year:
Doug Cresswell, Dave Weeber & Phil Skurr (of Hunting & Fishing, Rangiora)
MINUTES
The Minutes of the 43rd Annual General Meeting of the New Zealand Salmon Anglers
Association (Incorporated) held on 24 May 2016, as circulated to members, were
approved and adopted as a correct record on the motion of Rex Russell and seconded by
Mike Ager. Carried
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Tony Humphreys moved that the President’s Report for the year ended 31 March 2017 as
circulated to members be adopted. This was seconded by Fred van Slooten. Carried.
FINANCIAL AND AUDITOR’S REPORT
Moved by Trevor Hayes that the audited Financial Report and Accounts & Balance
Sheet for the year ended 31 March 2017 be received. Seconded by Peter Morgan.
Carried. Tony extended a vote of thanks to Trevor for once again undertaking the audit.
JOHN HODGSON - NZSAA Patron
(As John has had a fall and is unable to attend tonight’s meeting, his son, Paul, will cover
what he was going to say.)
We have three oxygen meters placed at the Rakaia Gorge, the Main Road Bridge and the
mouth. There are roughly 12 hours between the readings which measure the flow,
oxygen saturation, milligrams per litre (mg/l), and percentages. Paul showed a graph
which displayed oxygen solubility in water at various temperatures. As temperature
increases, the dissolved oxygen drops. Pollution in rivers goes up, oxygen saturation
goes down. The NZSAA via John, is advocating that if the temperature goes above 19°
C, all irrigation should stop.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Officers and Committee:
The following were nominated and duly declared elected:
Patron
President
Vice President
Committee

Secretary / Treasurer
Honorary Auditor

Pam Ellis
Tony Humphreys
Larry Burke
Phil Ball
Colin Eaton
Dave Leigh
Dennis Long
Kevin Belcher
Mike Ager
Greg Terras
John Hodgson
Russell Mackay
Paul Hodgson
Heather Saunders
Trevor Hayes

Moved / Seconded
D Long / C Eaton
D Long / M Ager
P Ball / G Terras
L Burke / P Ball
D Leigh / L Burke
L Burke / P Ball
M Ager / K Belcher
C Eaton / J Taylor
L Corbett / P Ball
D Long / D Barr
P Hodgson / G Terras
T Humphreys / P Ball
T Humphreys / C Eaton
T Humphreys / T Hayes
T Humphreys / Fred van Slooten

SPEAKERS
Kevin Belcher
Kevin gave a very interesting talk about survival rates in alevinators. He showed a video
of salmon barrel egg planting at Broken River on 14 June 2014, loading barrels with
eggs, covering redds with rocks. On 27 July 2014 showed the searching alevins (newly
hatched salmon which still have their yolk sac attached which is essentially their nutrient
source for the next 30 days). The side stream egg planting was pretty successful. There
was a 22,000 survival rate from 27,000 planted.
Paul Hodgson
Fish Barriers (fish screens): Paul laid a complaint with ECan in December 2016 about
them. He says:
•
•
•

They only work if they prevent fish being removed from the river.
ECan are responsible for ensuring compliance for fish screens, not Fish & Game
If you take something, you should pay for it or either return or replace it.

Any native fish (trout or salmon) should remain in the river. Any fish that are removed
must be returned unharmed or replaced. All smolt need to be accounted for in testing or
counted as being killed or passing the fish barrier.
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Screens are on the Opihi River; Mead Intake; Rotary Dam on Rakaia; Infiltration
Gallery: Rakaia River near Te Pirita; North Otago Irrigation Company bund; Rakaia
River: Acton Bund; and the Rangitata South Irrigation Bund.
ECan have no data on fish loss from the fish screens. Fish screens in the US have 100%
exclusion.
NZSAA FISHING COMPETITION
The 2016–2017 NZSAA’s Annual Salmon Fishing Competition attracted 11 entries.
This is open to all financial NZSAA members.
Aquarius Trophy – Heaviest Salmon Overall
Kevin Belcher: 7.32kg salmon caught on 24 February 2017
Cromb & Merritt / Fisherman’s Loft Trophy – Heaviest Salmon Waimakariri
Peter Morgan: 4.80kg salmon caught on 1 March 2017
Alty Roscoe Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Salmon Rakaia - Not awarded this year
Lucky draw for remainder of entries - Dennis Long
ATHOL PRICE PLAQUE
This is awarded for outstanding service to the salmon sports fishery.
Wayne Henwood
The recipient this year for the Athol Price Plaque is someone who gives more than 100%
to the Salmon Enhancement Programme when it comes to volunteer effort, not only for
the NZSAA but also to Fish & Game. He has worked 100s of hours this year, all for the
good of the fresh water fisheries.
He has been actively involved with all aspects of enhancement – salmon egg planting,
barrel and Scotty boxes, fin clipping, fish salvage operation, raceway cleaning at
Montrose, and his special effort with the development and construction of the new
hatchery at Whiskey Creek. All in all a worthy candidate.
BARRY CRAIG EARTHQUAKE MEMORIAL TROPHY
This is given to a dedicated salmon angler seen as showing outstanding sportsmanship.
Trevor Hayes
The New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association would like to take this opportunity to
thank Trevor for his ongoing valued contribution to this Association. He first joined the
NZSAA in 1978, and became our Auditor in 1980. Trevor gives this valuable service
free to the NZ Salmon Anglers Association and this has been greatly appreciated over the
years. In 2002 he was made a Life Member.
It was a great relief to have Trevor as my guide while I was Secretary / Treasurer from
1996 – 1999, and I always appreciated his calm approach to any problems particularly
around audit time.
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Trevor is obviously a keen salmon fisherman but also enjoys a bit of whitebaiting.
Trevor is also a great source of information about historical matters and events. In
summary it only remains for me to say a big thank you for your dedicated ongoing
service to the NZSAA.
GENERAL BUSINESS
Colin Eaton
Colin spoke about the Canterbury Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 that
came into force 10 October 2016, and applies to all navigable waters in the Canterbury
Region. It is available on line – all 56 pages! “Vessels to be identified on each side with
identifying name or number distinct to that vehicle (does not apply to non-powered
vessels of six metres or less”. There are Speed Uplifted Zones and other areas excluded
from this where the 5 knot speed limit applies. The general rule for lakes (unless
specifically uplifted): Vessels shall not exceed 5 knots within 50 metres of another
vessel, raft or person in the water or within 200 metres of the shore or any structure.
Colin suggests you check out the full list of by-laws.
Acknowledgements and Close of Meeting
Grateful thanks were made to the following sponsors of raffle prizes:
Amazing Baits
Doug Roy (2 fishing rods)
Fisherman’s Loft
Hunting & Fishing
Wondercast
Tony thanked all members and guests for their attendance and encouraged members to
check out our website and that any new stories or photos would be appreciated.
The meeting closed at 9.55pm and was followed by supper served by Adrienne
Dougherty and the drawing of raffles.

NZSAA monogrammed lapel badges and headwear
will be available for purchase at the AGM
Caps, Bucket Hats and Beanies - $20 each
Lapel Badges - $15 each
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HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
WESTLAND
Lake Kaniere via Hokitika

Neil’s Beach, Jackson Bay via Haast

Bruce Bay: Half-hour Drive South of Fox Glacier
All baches self-contained with pots/pans, cutlery, power, shower, washing machine, fridge, freezer, or fridge/freezer. All baches sleep 8 people.
You need to supply all disposable items including wood/coal for the Yunka
type fire (except Kaniere, electric heating), linen etc. Upon leaving bach must
be left clean, tidy and all rubbish removed.
Rates:

Kaniere: $120 per night (up to 4 people) $20 per extra person
Bruce Bay & Neil’s Beach
$100 per night

For more information and bookings please contact Nelson or Cindy:
The Hokitika Angling Club
C/o Hokitika Cycles & Sportsworld
Phone 03 755 8662 (9am—5pm)
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Rangitata Diversion Race Consent Applications
Rangitata Diversion Race Management Limited has applied to Environment Canterbury
and Ashburton District Council for resource consents relating to the publicly notified
proposal to construct, use and maintain the Klondyke Storage Pond. These include
•

Construction, use and maintenance of a replacement fish screen consisting of a
Mechanical Rotary Fish Screen associated with the operation of the Rangitata
Diversion Race;

•

Discharge of water and sediment to the Rangitata River associated with the
emergency discharge from the proposed Klondyke Storage Pond; and

•

Use of water in the RDR canal and the amendment of existing resource consent
CRC011237 to remove the requirement for the existing Bio Acoustic Fish Fence.

As noted in the newsletter Editorial, NZSAA has made a submission on the proposals
and will be presenting this at the consent hearing during the week of 30 April. Our
submission is reported here as follows:
“My name is Tony Humphreys and I am the President of the New Zealand Salmon
Anglers Association (“NZSAA”). I have been a member for over 30 years. I have fished
for salmon since the early 1970’s when I first arrived in New Zealand from Canada. In
those early years I saw plenty of salmon caught. The mid 1990’s saw a real surge in
salmon numbers. Since then it has been a gradual decline in numbers with odd years,
such as 2008 and 2013, being the exception.
“The New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association was incorporated as a society in 1972 as
a result of concerns on the water demands of future irrigation and hydro schemes and the
failure of administrators at the time to come up with a practical large-scale salmon
management policy. These were recognised as the principal factors governing whether
the sea-run salmon fishery would survive or not.
“In the intervening years, NZSAA has actively contributed to the processes that resulted
in placement of Water Conservation Orders on the Rangitata and Rakaia Rivers which
legislate to preserve and protect the outstanding natural characteristics and natural waters
of these braided rivers, and include outstanding wildlife habitat, fisheries, recreational
and angling features.
“However, the number of salmon in New Zealand rivers has now declined to the point
where the fishery has become seriously endangered. The reasons for this decline are not
scientifically proven but have variously been attributed to commercial activities, ocean
and spawning river conditions.
“NZSAA and kindred organization, Rangitata Salmon Trust, undertake salmon fishery
enhancement programmes in the spawning streams of the salmon rivers in Canterbury.
In the North Canterbury region each year eyed salmon ova are hatched from specialised
incubation units placed into the rivers to assist the salmon runs. We have planted over
one million eyed ova into our north Canterbury selected river over the last 10 years.
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“Members and supporters of NZSAA also assist Fish & Game North Canterbury’s
salmon hatchery sites with the raising and release of salmon smolt. All these efforts
contribute to the survival and enhancement of the sea run salmon fishery in the streams
and rivers of the South Island and improve the sport fishery.
“NZSAA will continue to advocate on any environmental or regulatory matters,
including resource consent applications that potentially affect the survival of the natural
sea-run salmon fishery.
“Traditional and existing fish screens on our rivers, including RDR, are ineffective and
mostly poorly maintained and unmonitored for compliance. The resulting significant
loss of migrating salmon smolt and returning adult salmon impacts hugely on our
enhancement efforts. NZSAA therefore supports the RDRML proposal to install a fish
screen of appropriate design. However we have concerns relating to consent conditions
on the fish screen construction, effectiveness, maintenance and compliance, as follows:
Reasons for Concern
•

Compliance with the Water Conservation Order:
character of the river and ensuring salmon passage.

retention of the natural

•

In keeping with the above statement, there is no information regarding the diurnal
range of temperature, morning and evening, daily and yearly, for the Rangitata
River, the fact being that temperature increase of the flow reduces the availability
of oxygen. This has to be established before flow rates can be determined.

•

The design has not been proven to be effective in NZ river conditions.

•

The silting up of ponds to be constructed and management.

•

The detrimental effects of flushing silty water into the river in potentially
inappropriate conditions.

•

Ongoing management of the fish screen.

•

The proposed consent period of 35 years is too long.

•

The 5 year implementation period is too long.

“NZSAA seeks the following conditions to control and monitor the consents:
•

Decline the extra 10 cumecs of water going into storage as this will affect the
values in the Water Conservation Order.

•

An approved testing, inspection and monitoring programme. It will be the
installer’s responsibility to ensure the screens continue to work. If not then
consent will be suspended until that screen is working correctly.

•

Adopt performance conditions requiring 100% efficient screens and effective fish
by-pass, in accordance with NZSAA policy, namely
All native fish, salmon and trout must remain in the river;
Any fish that are removed from the river to be returned to the river unharmed;
Any fish harmed or not returned must be replaced.
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•

Temperature measuring should be installed to ensure that when the river water
does exceed 19 degrees Celsius, which is critical to the survival of salmon. If it
does, all takes except for stock and fire fighting will cease.

•

The dissolved oxygen level must not fall below 9mg per litre. If it does, then all
takes except for stock and fire fighting must cease. Again a measuring and
monitoring system must be installed and monitored.

•

Appropriate water flows and velocities in the RDR at all times for the effective
operation of the fish screen and bypass.

•

Written proof supplied within 12 months of commissioning that the screen is
effective and excludes all fish.

•

Management of debris and sediment so that it will not impede effective operation
of the fish screen.

•

Proof of correct disposal of silt so that sediment discharges will not discolour or
affect the natural Rangitata River.

•

Consent period maximum of 15 years with periodic reviews.

•

Implementation period 1 year.
performance.

Penalties for late completion and non-

“The Rangitata and other South Island salmon rivers are unique and their fisheries are
internationally recognised and contributing to New Zealand’s ecotourism industry.
NZSAA’s very existence arises from our passion for the sport fishery and desire to retain
this endangered fishery for our future generations to enjoy. Our submission supports any
improvement of the current fish passage constructions and regulations and urges
appropriate resource consent conditions to ensure that the desired outcome is achieved.”
Tony Humphreys
President NZSAA

And they are not all bad guys at ECan............
Environment Canterbury
staff taking a proactive
approach by promoting
themselves during our
W ai ma k a r ir i S al mo n
fishing competition
providing a hot sausage for
those in the vicinity at
Mackintoshs.
Well done guys, this was
very much appreciated.
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NZSAA SALMON FISHING CONTEST
WAIMAKARIRI RIVER 2018
This year’s competition was held on Saturday 17 March in fine weather with excellent
river conditions. Entries were slightly down on the previous year, with a total of 141,
comprising 111 adults and 30 juniors. The only problem with the day was the lack of
salmon, with only three being caught. Again this year no salmon were caught by the
juniors, but several kahawai were landed.
The winner was Kevin Boyd with his 4.91kg salmon caught at McIntoshs.
In second place was Matt Pidgeon with his 4.77kg salmon caught at the Banana Hole.
Third place was Colin Gambles with his 1.41kg salmon caught at the South Side Mouth

For his win, Kevin received a Shimano Xitus 7 4-8kg rod with Shimano Citica reel
donated by our sponsors Hunting & Fishing. He also received a beautiful greenstone
trophy that had been made and donated to NZSAA by Percy Whyte. Percy is a
passionate West Coast salmon fisherman who frequently fishes at the Waimak, Rakaia
and Rangitata Rivers. The winner was able to receive, admire and have his photo taken
with the trophy but this precious piece of greenstone artwork will remain in the custody
of NZSAA and winners’ names added each year.
Percy Whyte is shown on the right of the photo together with winner Kevin Boyd and
Jeremy Burke from Hunting & Fishing. We record our sincere appreciation to Percy for
his generous donation of the greenstone trophy.
For the majority of anglers who didn’t catch a salmon, there were numerous lucky draw
prizes. We thank Hunting & Fishing for their major support of the competition and
other sponsor organisations.
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Junior Prizes - Largest Other Species
1st
Lachlan Grant
2.66kg Kahawai
2nd
Flynn Taylor
0.1kg Kahawai
3rd
Kobi Ashby
0.007kg herring

Mcintoshs
Waimak Mouth
McIntoshs

These junior prizewinners each received Shimano rod and reel combos donated by
Hunting & Fishing, plus a miniature trophy donated by Belfast Engraving.

Junior winners Lachlan Grant (left) & Flynn Taylor (right)

Matt Pidgeon 2nd prizewinner

Colin Gambles 3rd prizewin-

Early Bird Draw: Ivan Cameron
Super Draw: Tanne Jones (a Junior with a delighted dad) won the Tool Chest containing
tools valued at over $200 donated by Repco)
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Competition HQ
displaying our smart
new NZSAA banner

The excitement of all the fish being
caught was just too much for
this competitor

A short video taken at the competition by
Kevin Belcher can be viewed at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

Major Sponsor
Waimakariri Salmon Fishing Competition
Christchurch Region Stores
75 Clarence Street, Tower Junction, Christchurch: Phone 03 3430212
North Canterbury, 305 Flaxton Road, Rangiora: Phone 03 3131313
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The Last Kings of the Wild
Abridged article from Outdoor Life - By Chuck Thompson
Why are Alaska's chinook salmon runs crashing? It's a big mystery that a salty
group of researchers aims to crack .
You’ve never heard of Tseta Creek. But if someone asked you to design the perfect king
salmon spawning habitat, it’d look precisely like this. Shallow water. Quick current.
Smooth creekbed of large, colorful gravel and small cobble. Lots of root wads and cedar
and spruce blowdowns along the banks, creating dark hiding spots and nesting pockets.
Tseta Creek lies 150 river miles from the Pacific Ocean in northern British Columbia,
several days’ paddle from the nearest road. Part of the Taku River watershed—the famed
fishery that spills into Alaskan waters south of Juneau—it’s hidden amid towering peaks
and twisting valleys. Tseta Creek is perfect wild spawning habitat in every way but one:
There are almost no salmon here.
“A few years ago, this whole stretch of river was plugged—chinook [king] salmon were
so thick, they were running through your legs,” says Nathan Frost, an Alaska Department
of Fish and Game fishery biologist. A similar bend on the nearby Nahlin River was an
even hotter spot. Thousands of spawners rushed upriver like daily freight trains. Today,
Frost calls the area “a biological dead zone.”
Frost has spent the past five years tracking the decline of chinook populations in
southeast Alaska. In August, I accompanied him and a team of researchers from Alaska
and Fisheries and Oceans Canada on a chinook sampling trip on Tseta Creek and the
Nahlin and Dudidontu rivers. Although we found spawners to measure and take scale
samples from—about 40 fish that day on Tseta Creek—Frost’s favorite sections were
close to barren. Few fish also meant no bears, wolves, ravens, eagles, or other wildlife.
“Every predator and scavenger should be on this river right now. But there are no fish, so
they’re not here,” says Ed Jones, coordinator of Fish and Game’s Chinook Salmon
Research Initiative.
Population in Peril
The world’s wild king salmon stocks are disappearing. In 2015, abnormally high river
water temperatures in Oregon triggered a die-off of threatened chinooks. In 2017, the
Pacific Fishery and Management Council closed 200 miles of the West Coast to ocean
salmon fishing to protect a record-low run of Klamath River chinook.
In Alaska—the world’s last major, wild commercial salmon fishery—the situation is
even more dire. Less than 1 percent of wild chinooks—maybe less than 0.5 percent-—are
returning to native streams like Tseta Creek to spawn. Though highly variable, a wild
survival rate of 3 percent is more in line with a sustainable population.
Over the past half decade, hatcheries on the Pacific Northwest’s Columbia River—which
primarily produce chinooks, cohos, and steelhead—produced between 50 and 60 percent
of southeast Alaska’s commercial catch.
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In 2013, native southeast Alaska stock made up just 1.2 percent of the year’s haul there.
When you pony up for “wild Alaska salmon” in a grocery store or restaurant, there’s a
decent chance that fish actually began its life in a hatchery.
It’s not just that there are fewer fish. The fish that are returning are younger and smaller.
Mature kings traditionally grow large and spawn after four or five summers in the ocean.
These days, most are returning to natal streams after two or three ocean summers.
Smaller females dig shallower redds in which to deposit their eggs. More susceptible to
predation and freezing, shallower redds produce fewer salmon alevins, contributing to
the alarming spiral.
Walk into Sitka’s Rocky Gutierrez Airport and you’ll find a pair of mounted chinook the
size of coffee tables. These are the winners of the 1988 and 1989 Sitka Salmon Derby:
71 pounds 6 ounces and 67 pounds 8 ounces, respectively. The derby’s 2017 winner
came in at 40.5 pounds. The downsizing trend is even more depressing in Juneau, where
in 2017 state officials shut down all chinook fishing just days before the Golden North
Salmon Derby, an annual event that has been the centerpiece of the Alaska capital’s
sportfishing calendar since the 1950s.
Although the smaller-fish phenomenon cuts across most species in Alaska, not all of
Alaska’s wild salmon are imperiled. Coho and sockeye runs are strong throughout the
state.
Yet as the largest, strongest, fastest, oiliest, tastiest, and farthest-migrating of all salmon,
chinooks are considered to be in a class of their own by everyone from native to
commercial to subsistence to sport fishermen to five-star Brooklyn and Beijing chefs.
Not to mention sea lions, killer whales, and sharks, which constitute the largest user
group. During summer months, some killer whales have been shown to feed almost
exclusively on chinooks.
Perfect Salmon Storm
So, what accounts for the demise of the chinooks? Surprisingly, no one knows. Alaska
and British Columbia’s river ecosystems are in near--perfect shape. So scientists say it’s
a marine survival issue. Meaning it’s a mysterious one.
“The ocean is virtually a black box for chinooks,” says Andrew Seitz, associate professor
of fisheries ecology at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. “Outside the areas where
fleets fish, there’s very little data on chinook behaviour.”
Competing theories for the population decline all sound reasonable: overproduction of
hatchery salmon produces over-competition for ocean resources; a measureable increase
in apex predators in Alaskan waters, including orcas, whales, and salmon sharks; bycatch
from the pollock fishery and foreign-flagged drift gill-netters (Seitz says studies
unequivocally debunk this stubbornly held “conspiracy theory”); warming ocean
temperatures, including the Pacific “blob”—first noticed in 2013, that covered most of
the Gulf of Alaska and large parts of the Bering Sea—might be altering the food web at
plankton and forage levels crucial to young salmon. An evolving idea suggests a
combination of these and unknown factors could be accounting for a perfect salmon
storm.
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“One impact or two might not dramatically affect a fish population,” says Seitz. “But if
you get a number of these factors, the cumulative impact may start affecting the
abundance of fish returning to rivers.”
Seitz uses pop-up satellite tags to track adult chinooks in the ocean. Salmon sharks have
decimated some of his study groups. But his sample sizes aren’t large enough to provide
definitive answers. The fate of the chinook may remain in that black box.
Salmon Survivors
Or maybe it rests with the researchers I spent a week with up the Taku River watershed.
In addition to the thigh-burning work of wading up and down rivers, fording rapids, and
occasionally flooding waders after slipping on a submerged boulder (me, twice), their
commitment and supernatural outdoor savvy was an inspiration. Walking alongside a
river he’d never been on, Canadian researcher Shawn McFarland casually predicted one
afternoon that we’d soon see a tree used as a bear scratch. Sure as shooting, 50 yards
down the game trail we came upon a spruce trunk scarred with telltale claw marks. How
did he know?
“Bears claim a tree or space by taking longer strides and twisting their paws as they
approach the area. This makes a bear look larger than it is, intimidating rivals,”
McFarland explains. “This area used to be full of bears—the sign is everywhere.”
Standing on the shore, Frost astounds me by correctly identifying female salmon while
they’re still swimming in the water. “The salmon with eroded and white tails are
females,” he says. “Their tails get deteriorated from digging redds in the gravel.”
Kings Ransom
In the end, the king salmon’s value above all other fish might be what either saves it or
dooms it to extinction. This past summer, along the Yukon River, fishermen were getting
$5.50 per pound for kings from buyers. Compare that with chum salmon, which sold for
60 cents a pound or silver salmon at $1 a pound. And that’s pre-market. The price for
wild Copper River chinooks reached an astounding $75 per pound at Seattle’s Pike Street
Market in 2017. According to Seitz, that puts wild kings among the most expensive fish
in the world, up there with giant bluefin tuna coveted by sushi restaurants around the
world.
I’m not going to tell you which side of the Sasquatch debate he was on, but Fish and
Game’s Jones is confident there’ll be a rebound. Fish populations are cyclical, he points
out. Even if the current cycle shows chilling anomalies, he believes history will win out.
“The chinook will cycle back,” he says. “I’ll take bets on it.”
“The justification for that confidence,” says Seitz, who agrees with Jones, “is that the
freshwater habitat of chinooks in Alaska is relatively intact, compared with elsewhere in
the species’ range, like the Columbia River.”
Isolated indicators support tenuous optimism. The 2017 Yukon River chinook run was
the strongest it has been since 2003, with more than 250,000 king salmon passing
through management sonar stations. Seitz calls this “nothing short of a miracle.” The
Nushagak River, which feeds into Bristol Bay, also had what Seitz calls a positive return.
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“Chinooks are different than other West Coast fish. There’s a deeper cultural connection
to them,” says Seitz. “To some people, there may be no difference between the kings and
other salmon species. But to you and me, there is.”
Jones puts a finer point on the chinook’s exceptionalism. “It’s a major war out there over
this resource,” he says. “If this fishery collapses, it’ll be like the end of the world up
here.”
King Me
While the lack of chinook salmon in some rivers is puzzling scientists, these four spots
are still producing true beasts
Kenai River, Alaska
In 1985, angler Les Anderson pulled a 97-pound 4-ounce king from the milky-blue
waters of the famed Kenai. It still holds the slot for the all-tackle world record, and the
Kenai has produced many fish that have nipped at its heels. Some say giant kings are not
as frequent in the Kenai these days, though the potential for a 50-plus-pounder still exists
here for dedicated anglers willing to put in their time.
Nushagak River, Alaska
The “Nush” boasts an incredibly strong run of kings, though, unfortunately, its fate is in
limbo. This watershed lies in the heart of Bristol Bay, the proposed location of the hotbutton Pebble Mine. This battleground between the mining company and the EPA could
sway the livelihood of the salmon for years to come, but at present the Nushagak remains
one of the best rivers in the world for kings.
Dean River, British Columbia
At 150 miles long, the Dean is a relatively short river, but that doesn’t stop a huge push
of kings from cramming into it to spawn. To reach the spawning grounds, chinooks here
have to run through churning Dean River Canyon. It takes a lot of muscle and drive to do
that, which is why many anglers believe that Dean kings fight harder on the line than
their cousins elsewhere.
Pere Marquette River, Michigan
If travelling to Alaska isn’t in your budget, the “Mitten” lays claim to some of strongest
runs of kings along the Great Lakes. Unlike the Pacific Northwest, which experiences a
late-spring to early-summer run, the game is played here in the early fall. And though it’s
true that Great Lakes salmon have never had saltwater pumping through their gills,
they’re just as tenacious and will make a reel sizzle.
In the end, the king salmon’s value above all other fish might be
what either saves it or dooms it to extinction."

The Editors
31 March 2018
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